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Modular 2SB SIS Receiver for 600–720 GHz:
Performance and Characterization Methods

Andrey Khudchenko, Ronald Hesper, AndreyМ. Baryshev, Jan Barkhof, and Fausto Patricio Mena

Abstract—A modular sideband-separating (2SB) receiver for
600–720 GHz has been built and tested. The used modular design
allows to characterize all the parts separately, including testing of
the superconductor–insulator–superconductor (SIS) junctions in-
dividually in a double-sideband mode before building them in to
the 2SB assembly. The developed 2SB mixer has a single sideband
noise temperature below 380 K in the entire operating band and
reaches a level of 200 K in the best point. At the same time, the image
rejection ratio (IRR) was demonstrated to be better than 11.5 dB
over the entire band. However, we have found a discrepancy be-
tween the observed and expected performance. To investigate this
problem, we have developed and applied methods to characterize
RF and intermediate frequency imbalances of a fully assembled
2SB mixer using the SIS junction properties. As result, the IRR of
our mixer was found to be limited by the RF imbalance, which is
caused by complex standing waves created by reflections from the
SIS junctions, the RF hybrid and the RF absorption load.

Index Terms—Image rejection ratio (IRR), propagation losses,
sideband separating (2SB) mixers, submillimeter wave tech-
nology, superconductor–insulator–superconductor (SIS) mixers,
superconductor–insulator–superconductor (SIS) tunnel junction,
terahertz receivers.

I. INTRODUCTION

A STRONOMICAL observations for high frequencies such
as the Atacama large millimeter array (ALMA) band 9

(602–720 GHz) are restricted by atmospheric conditions. Be-
cause of that, for spectral line sources, the sideband-separating
(2SB) receiver can provide a better sensitivity than the double-
sideband (DSB) one by reducing the atmospheric noise contri-
bution. The actual gain in sensitivity of а 2SB receiver compared
to а DSB receiver is a nonlinear function of atmospheric trans-
parency and the receiver parameters, and it should be explicitly
addressed.
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Fig. 1. 2SB/DSB sensitivity ratio vs atmosphere transparency: darker area
with solid line borders corresponds to perfect case, then 2SB receiver has no
any additional insertion RF losses compare to DSB one, the lighter area with
dashed line borders – 1.5 dB of RF insertion loss. The bands represent the spread
in noise temperature of the produced band 9 mixers.

From the historical weather conditions at the ALMA loca-
tion [1], the zenith atmospheric transmission for band 9 can be
estimated between 0.1 and 0.6. This is mainly determined by
the precipitable water vapor column, and corresponds to an in-
terval from about 2 to 0.3 mm. The upper limit of transmission
corresponds to a realistic estimation of good weather condi-
tions, while the bottom one represents the limit at which the
atmosphere becomes too opaque for reasonable observations in
band 9.

The ratio of the 2SB and DSB sensitivities should be deter-
mined independently for the two main observational regimes in
radio astronomy: 1) interferometry, where signals of paired an-
tennas are combined in a correlator and 2) single-dish mode (or
total power mode in a telescope array, where signals of all the an-
tennas are added up). In addition, two different types of sources
should be distinguished: 1) spectral line sources, where the sig-
nal is a single narrow spectral line or many narrow lines present
in either one or both sidebands and 2) continuum sources, where
the signal has a wide spectrum and covers entirely both upper
(USB) and lower sidebands (LSB). The 2SB/DSB sensitivity
ratio for spectral line sources is the same for both the interfer-
ometer and the single-dish mode. Fig. 1 shows the sensitivity
ratio, calculated in the same way as in [2], as function of at-
mospheric transparency for two different values of the internal
mixer loss (which will be discussed later). The interferometry
mode with continuum sources will reduce the ratios with a fac-
tor 1.4 (�2). And finally, the total power mode for continuum
sources will give a factor of 2 reduction.
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The results are calculated for ALMA band 9, taking an atmo-
spheric temperature of 270 K, the mixer single sideband noise
temperature as varying from 140 to 250 K (from [3]). The re-
sults agree well with estimates in [4]. Additionally, the option
of RF insertion loss of 1.5 dB is considered. It can be concluded
from Fig. 1 that, in the ideal case, the 2SB/DSB sensitivity ratio
can be up to 1.4 on average for spectral line sources, giving
an observation time reduction factor of about 2, and without
strong changes for continuum sources observations. Potentially,
it makes the 2SB band 9 receiver a promising option for future
ALMA upgrades, as well as deployment in other observatories.
One of the key challenges, apart from optimizing the image re-
jection ratio (IRR), which is the subject of the current paper, is
to reduce the internal losses so far that this ideal case can be ap-
proached. The resolution of the latter issue, combined with the
insights of this paper, has been subject of continuing research
[5].

II. DETAILS OF MODULAR DESIGN

Any millimeter or submillimeter superconductor–insulator–
superconductor (SIS) receiver is a complex device consisting
of several critical components. As result, it can be favorable
to build it out of several blocks tested independently [6], [7],
i.e., in a modular way. On the other hand, integrating the parts
as much as possible has also benefits, especially for compact-
ness, low losses, and the possibility to integrate intermediate
frequency (IF) handling [8]–[10], while facing additional risks
of complexity and loosing possibility of testing and replacing
individual elements. Anyway, for any particular 2SB receiver,
the optimal balance of integration should be found.

Several years ago, a 2SB mixer was developed to investigate
the possibility of providing 2SB technology for ALMA band 9
[8]. It was a monolithic split block design with a very high level
of integration. The RF hybrid, local oscillator (LO) couplers, LO
horn, matched loads, SIS junctions, magnet coils, and magnet
conductors for Josephson suppression and dc bias tees were
integrated in a single block. Because of the high complexity
of the mixer block, involving machining on vastly different
scales, it turned out to be very difficult to obtain blocks of
required quality. Another disadvantage of the monolithic design
was inability to pretest SIS mixer devices separately and replace
them individually, facilitating the matching of mixers gains in
order to reach a high sideband rejection ratio. As result, an
important lesson learned from the monolithic mixer block is the
importance of a modular design.

A. Design of RF Block

The modular RF block of our 2SB mixer is depicted in Figs. 2
and 3. It has been designed around the SIS junction holders
(“backpieces”) used in the ALMA band 9 production [3]. The
backpieces are compact, reusable, and easy to mount on a stan-
dard band 9 horn for testing and matching. Moreover, since the
junctions are in the same RF environment as the single-ended
mixers, the previously developed mixer devices can be used.

The magnetic field for Josephson suppression is provided by
a superconducting coil in the mixer sidepiece and directed to the

Fig. 2. Exploded view of the modular 2SB mixer block. The major parts are:
“1”—a central split block (hybrid block) containing the RF waveguide structure
including the loads; “2”—a corrugated RF input horn; “3”—a diagonal LO horn;
“4”—two backpieces, holding one SIS device each; “5”—two side-pieces, each
containing a magnet coil, most of the magnetic field conductors, heater contact,
thermometer, a small PCB with a nano-D connector to export all signals and
spring-loaded retainer caps to clamp the backpieces in place; “6”—a “collet”
to clamp the mixer by its horn in the optics assembly; “7”—brackets to secure
connectors magnet pins and GPO connectors. Two right angle GPO connectors
in right-bottom and left-top corners show the way the IF cables are connected
to the mixer block.

Fig. 3. Photograph of the modular 2SB mixer block. The corrugated RF input
horn is on the left, the LO horn is on the back site opposite to it (not visible).
One of the standard band 9 mixer back pieces is visible near the center with an
installed GPO 50 Ω load to protect the SIS mixer from static discharge.

junction by Vacoflux magnet conductors, built up from several
pieces. The inner pole pieces are inside the hybrid-mixer inter-
face ring, and at the same time provide the angular alignment of
the backpiece. The magnetic cross talk between the Josephson
suppression coils is about 4%, which is an acceptable level. The
thermal cross talk between the deflux heaters is small enough
to allow defluxing one mixer without the other one going out of
superconductivity.

The RF horn alignment to the hybrid block is done with a
precision of 5 μm by visual control using a microscope. It is
enough to have negligibly low reflection, which was confirmed
later by reproducibility of receiver sensitivity after multiple
reassembles.
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Fig. 4. Photo of the hybrid block showing the RF waveguide structure. Big
arrows show path of the LO and RF input signals. The sign “SIS” indicates the
location of the SIS junctions after the backpieces are installed.

A more detailed description of the mechanical design together
with the modifications of the ALMA band 9 DSB cartridge
to 2SB mode and possible options for upgrade can be found
in [11].

B. RF Waveguide Structure

The waveguide implementation of the 2SB mixing scheme
(shown in Fig. 4) is very similar to the one used before in the
monolithic block [8]. The transverse waveguide dimensions
are 310 × 145 μm2 . The quadrature hybrid is made as a 5-line
branchline coupler, the LO couplers use two branchlines. The
LO splitter is a simple impedance-matched E-plane tee. The left-
over LO power after the LO couplers is absorbed in two matched
LO loads. The energy reflected from the mixers (as long as it is
in phase and of the same amplitude) emerges from the hybrid
in the waveguide going to an RF load.

The loads are made by running the waveguides at a shallow
angle (about 20°) into a relatively large block of absorber mate-
rial (Eccosorb MF112). The blocks were given narrow cutouts
to make them fit tightly against the waveguide orifice by slight
elastic deformation.

C. IF Chain

The outputs of the RF block deliver the 4–12 GHz IF signals.
They are connected by length-matched semirigid cables to the
inputs of a 90° IF hybrid developed by Centro Astronómico
Yebes [12]. The IF hybrid has an amplitude imbalance less than
±0.3 dB and phase imbalance not exceeding ±2°, over the 4–12
GHz band. The further IF chain consists of 4–12 GHz isolators
and cryogenic amplifiers developed by Yebes as well [13].

III. RECEIVER PERFORMANCE

We fabricated the RF waveguide blocks out of two types of
materials: 1) CuTe alloy (type C14500/CuTeP) and 2) bronze,
plated electrolytically by a 2 μm thick gold layer without any in-
terface layer in between. This is mentioned specifically because
we have observed a large impact of the RF waveguide block ma-
terial on the receiver performance, as will be discussed below.
The other parts of the receivers, including SIS mixers and IF
hybrid, were the same for all the measurements presented here.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the uncorrected single-sideband Tn for the CuTe hybrid
block (empty circles and triangles) and gold-plated block (filled circles and
triangles) with the sum of DSB Tn of the single-ended SIS-junctions (stars).
Thin gray curves show the distribution of Tn within the IF bands. The ALMA
specification is shown by solid horizontal lines, 80% of the band should not
exceed 336 K while all points should be below the 500 K level [14].

A. Noise Temperature

The single-sideband noise temperature Tn of the 2SB re-
ceivers was measured by the standard Y-factor method using
hot (300 K) and cold (77 K) loads. The results for both LSB
and USB are presented in Fig. 5. Each point, which is depicted
by a circle, triangle, or star corresponds to an average of Tn

over the IF band of 8 GHz for various LO frequencies. In con-
trast, the distribution of Tn within the IF is displayed by the
thin gray solid curves, which are measured with a frequency
resolution of about 50 MHz. The flatness of the fine-resolution
curves demonstrates a high quality of the performance over the
IF bands.

With the CuTe block, the uncorrected Tn is within an interval
of 200–380 K. Since the measured Tn is below 336 K in 95% of
the 600–720 GHz band, it is well within the ALMA specification
[14]. The gold-plated RF waveguide block has much higher
Tn . To estimate the increase of Tn due to the RF waveguide
structure, the doubled DSB Tn measured individually for the
used SIS mixers is also plotted in Fig. 5 (filled stars). It indicates
the Tn level expectation corresponding to a perfect lossless RF
waveguide structure.

One can see from the measurements that the increase of Tn is
about 40% for the CuTe block and 120% for the electrolytically
gold-plated block. Since the physical temperature of all the RF
parts is 4 K, the Tn increment is caused by loss of the RF signal,
giving 1.5 and 3.5 dB loss for CuTe and gold, respectively. It
should be mentioned here that for the DSB measurements, a 5%
beam splitter at 4 K level was used, giving 0.2 dB signal loss,
while the 2SB block has 12% LO coupler giving 0.5 dB loss
of signal. Nevertheless, this would yield only 0.3 dB difference
and does not explain the rest. In total, this amounts to 1.2 and
3.2 dB losses for CuTe and gold-plated blocks, respectively. The
level of the losses is flat over the total frequency band, which
points to a resistive nature.

To investigate the reason of the RF losses, we have fabri-
cated test-blocks with straight waveguides of dimensions a =
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310 μm, b = 145 μm (the same as in the RF block) and a length
of 12 mm, which is about equal to the length of the waveguide
between the RF horn interface and the SIS junctions (see Fig. 4).
The test-blocks have been fabricated also by micromilling out of
different materials such as CuTe, oxygen-free Cu (type C10200,
99.95% purity), and bronze. Later on, some blocks were gold-
plated. In the measurement, a test-block has temperature of 4 K.
It is placed between the horn and the DSB SIS mixer, which
causes a reduction of the sensitivity when compared to the sys-
tem without the block. The factor of the Tn increase yields the
level of the losses. The detailed analysis of the results will not
be presented here, but from the measurements, we conclude
that the lowest loss level was found to be as low as 0.6–0.7 dB
(50−60 dB/m) for both CuTe alloy and oxygen-free Cu. For the
electrolytically gold-plated test-blocks, the losses were about
1.5 dB (125 dB/m).

A theoretical estimate of the waveguide loss can be made
by using a standard approach described in [15], when electrons
in a skin depth layer determine the conduction process. Such
an approach gives the loss level of 75.8 dB/m at 650 GHz in a
rectangular waveguide of 310 × 145 μm2 made from Cu with
conductivity of 5.85 × 107 S/m, at a temperature of 300 K.
The losses are expected to go down when cooling the metal.
However, the so-called anomalous skin effect starts playing a
role in metals at low temperatures for high-frequency signals
[16], [17]. This effect takes place when the electron mean free
path becomes large compared to the classical skin depth. For
C10100 Cu with RRR = 106 at 650 GHz, the ratio of the
mean free path l to the classical skin depth δ is about 515 at
4 K (δ4 K = 8.2 nm, l4 K = 4.1 μm) and 0.47 (δ300 K = 84 nm,
l4 K = 39 nm) at 300 K [16], which means that, at cryogenic
temperatures, the material is deep in the anomalous skin effect
regime. Actually, Cu is close to the anomalous regime already
at room temperature and a slightly higher loss than the one
calculated above is expected. Calculation of the loss by using
the approach of [16] and [17] gives 59 dB/m for our waveguide at
650 GHz and 4 K. As result, the loss level for the length of 12 mm
is 0.7 dB, which is in a good agreement with the experimental
results for the test blocks and indicates the fundamental lower
limit for a waveguide of these dimensions, at this temperature,
made of copper.

Despite of equal waveguide lengths, the RF waveguide block
has 0.5 dB higher resistive losses than the test-block for CuTe
and 1.7 dB correspondingly for gold. We suspect the material,
fabrication, surface roughness, including the walls roughness,
and interface slot issues could be the reason. We expect to
have Ra of about 100 nm for CuTe, similar to [18]. In case of
electrolytic gold-plating, the roughness should be even higher.

B. IRR

To determine the IRR of the receivers, the standard approach
[19] was applied. In this, a small power test signal is injected
by a beam splitter into the RF horn, which looks at the hot/cold
load, and measured in both LSB and USB IF outputs. The re-
sults are presented in Fig. 6 for receivers with both the CuTe
and gold-plated waveguide blocks. One can see, the IRR for
CuTe is better than 11.5 dB in the entire band, while in case

Fig. 6. IRR over the RF band for both upper and lower sidebands. The top
graph corresponds to the CuTe RF waveguide block and bottom graph to the
gold-plated one. Each curve is stitched of 13 IF bands measured for different
LO frequencies, spaced 8 GHz apart, yielding a contiguous RF coverage. The
frequency resolution is 50 MHz.

of gold-plating, it exceeds the 15 dB level for 99% points and
stays above 20 dB on average. It should be mentioned that the
presented measurements are made at fixed bias voltages of the
SIS junctions (each at 2 mV) without any optimization by these
parameter. Even then, the presented results clearly fit in the
ALMA specification of 10 dB [14].

A detailed analysis of the large difference between IRR for
waveguide blocks from different material will be given below.
Nevertheless, from the current results, an important conclusion
can be made: the SIS mixers gain and the IF hybrid have such a
small imbalance that an IRR level of 20 dB is attainable, and, in
case of the CuTe block, the waveguide block itself is the main
source of imbalance, limiting the IRR value.

IV. CHARACTERIZATION METHODS

The imbalance of 0.5 dB in the IF hybrid [12] and 1 dB in the
RF hybrid [8] leads to an expected IRR better than 22 dB over
the entire frequency range. This specific discrepancy, between
the expectation and the measurements, encouraged us to inves-
tigate the problem in depth. For this, we need tools to do in-situ
characterization of the integrated system, because the interac-
tions between the components can create deviations as large as
those of the individual components themselves.

A. RF Balance

Looking at the IRR curves on Fig. 6, one can see a quasi-
periodic structure, which is especially clear for the CuTe block.
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Fig. 7. Pumping balance between the two SIS devices in the mixer block,
measured as the ratio of the SIS pumping currents at 2 mV bias voltage while
sweeping the test signal (LO signal) frequency. Top graph shows the RF balance,
while the bottom one the LO balance: black solid curves are measured for CuTe
waveguide block, gray solid curves—for gold-plated one, dashed curve at the top
plot shows the result of E-M simulations of the RF hybrid balance corresponding
to [8]. Due to a small fabrication error in the hybrid depth, the curve for CuTe
RF block on the top plot has a deviation from the E-M simulations. Here, SIS1
and SIS2 correspond to the junctions at bottom and top positions, respectively,
according to Fig. 4.

The period of the structure is about 8 GHz and it corresponds to
the length of 25 mm in our waveguide, which is approximately
twice the distance between the RF load and the SIS mixers
(see Fig. 4). Such a coincidence could be explained by the
presence of standing waves in the waveguide block between the
SIS junctions and the RF load, which can create an additional RF
imbalance. Furthermore, this hypothesis is strongly supported
by the fact that for the gold-plated block with higher waveguide
losses, i.e., the smaller the standing waves, the much better the
IRR measured.

To study the RF balance of the waveguide hybrid block in the
operating regime (at 4 K and with the installed SIS junctions),
we have developed a method based on proportionality of the SIS
junction photon assistant current at a fixed bias voltage to the RF
power reaching the junction [20]. For the first photon step, the
dependence of the photon assistant current on the incident RF
power is described by a Bessel function, which is linear for low
pumping currents (the pumping current level was kept below
20% of the gap current). Basically, the test signal was injected
through the RF horn and the SIS pumping currents at 2 mV
were measured. The ratio of the pumping currents gives exactly
the power balance of the receiver RF signal path. Results of
the measurements are presented in the top graph of Fig. 7 (the
bottom graph shows the LO balance and will be discussed later).

The RF balance measurements have clear periodic pattern
fully confirming the idea of strong parasitic reflections. There
are two clearly distinguishable waves on the curves with periods
of about 8.2 GHz and close to 17 GHz at frequency around 650
GHz, which gives waveguide lengths of 24 and 11.7 mm, respec-
tively. These numbers are very close to the doubled distances
SIS – RF load and SIS – RF hybrid, respectively (see Fig. 4).

From the symmetry point of view, not every reflection in the
waveguide block should contribute to imbalance. For example,
standing wave between the SIS mixers and the LO couplers on
each sight will give equivalent contribution to each mixer with-
out influencing the total balance. The origin of the “standing”
wave on Fig. 7 is based on asymmetry induced by the RF hybrid.
Let us consider the mechanism in detail. The RF signal is split in
the hybrid on two parts, the first half goes to the first SIS mixer
(top one on Fig. 4) and other half goes to the second SIS (bottom
one on Fig. 4) with a π/2 phase delay. The SIS junctions are
known to reflect a significant part of the power, up to –10 dB
or even more [21]. For simplification, let us assume that the
amplitudes of the reflected signals are the same. Because of the
π/2 phase delay in the RF hybrid, all the power of the reflected
signals ends up only in the branch of the RF load. The reflec-
tion from the RF load is split in the RF hybrid and every part
combines with the main RF signal. For the top branch, the re-
flection component has an additional phase shift of π + 2πl/λ

relative to the main RF signal (the reflection crossed the RF hy-
brid twice, giving in total phase delay of π). Meanwhile, for the
bottom branch such a difference is only 2πl/λ (both the main
signal and the reflection cross the hybrid one time). Finally, this
means that the RF load reflection contributes in contra-phase
to the SIS mixers, i.e., directly gives the RF imbalance. This
mechanism explains the 8.2 GHz wave on the balance curves.
The 17 GHz period wave can be described in a similar way.
The only difference is that the signals reflected from the SIS
junctions go through the RF hybrid in reverse direction (for
example, from the top SIS junction to the bottom one directly
through the hybrid). The amplitude of the described imbalance
is determined by the RF hybrid isolation, which determines, for
instance, the leakage from the RF input port to the RF load, and
it is normally very close to the S11 parameter.

The described imbalances are interfering with each other re-
sulting in the final balance and the IRR patterns. Comparing
results for CuTe and gold-plated blocks on Fig. 7, one can say
that the peak-to-peak amplitudes are about two times different. It
means that the reflected signals, which induce these imbalances,
have roughly two times different amplitudes (6 dB difference
in power). This observation agrees well with the IRR measure-
ments, where the difference in IRR at the bottom level of the
curves is on average exactly 6 dB (12 and 18 dB for CuTe and
gold-plated blocks, respectively, see Fig. 6). The losses esti-
mated from the Tn measurements are also in good qualitative
agreement with these results, while quantitatively—not fully.
In particular, for the 8.2 GHz wave with traveling distance of
24 mm, the difference in losses between the blocks is (3.5 –
1.5 dB) × 2 = 4 dB, and about twice less for the 17 GHz wave.
It gives only 60% and 25% difference for amplitudes of imbal-
ances, which is certainly less than estimated from the balance
measurement. This discrepancy should be investigated.
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B. LO Balance

The LO balance is also important for the 2SB receiver perfor-
mance. Basically, the LO amplitude imbalance will vary pump-
ing levels of the SIS junctions leading to change of the mixer
gains. At the same time, the presence of phase imbalance of LO
signals will directly reduce the IRR.

For characterization of the LO balance, we have used a similar
approach as for the RF. The LO signal was swept through the
entire frequency band, while the SIS pumping currents were
measured. The result for the CuTe block is presented in the
bottom panel of Fig. 7.

Due to symmetry (see Fig. 4), the LO paths for both SIS junc-
tions are equal and any reflections from LO loads or LO couplers
are contributing to the junction pumping in the same way, i.e.,
not leading to any imbalance. The only intrinsic asymmetry of
the current waveguide design is in the hybrid. Therefore, it can
influence the LO balance, because both LO signals reflected
from SIS junctions can go to the RF load (being split in power
by two in the hybrid) and can be partially reflected back. At
that, one of them is passing through the hybrid twice and turns
its phase by π relative to the other one. As result, these reflec-
tions contribute directly to the LO imbalance. The described
mechanism is almost the same as for the 8.2 GHz wave in the
RF balance and should lead to the same period that is fully
confirmed by the measurements shown in Fig. 7.

An important difference is that the 17 GHz wave is not present
in the LO imbalance. Here, in contrast to the RF case, the phase
of the signals reflected from the SIS junctions and going through
the hybrid isolation path is the same relative to the LO port.

Finally, we come to a conclusion: the LO balance is mainly
disturbed by reflections from the SIS junctions and the RF load.

C. IF Balance

According to the manufacturer, the IF hybrid has an amplitude
imbalance less than ±0.3 dB over the 4–12 GHz band [12].
However, the total IF balance of the 2SB receiver also can be
different due to reflections. To estimate it, we have developed
a special method. Since the level of shot noise generated by an
SIS junction above the gap voltage is well known [22], one can
use both SIS mixers as controlled IF white noise sources for IF
balance calibration (similar to calibration of IF amplifiers). We
biased the junctions to 5 and 8 mV and measured the IF output
spectra for three (out of four) bias combinations: 5 and 5 mV;
5 and 8 mV; 8 and 5 mV. For the first bias combination (5 and
5 mV), the measured USB output IF spectrum PUSB 5−5 can be
presented as

PUSB 5−5 = (P1G1−USB + P2G2−USB) GIF USB

where G1−USB is the power gain between mixer SIS1 (see dia-
gram in Fig. 8) and the USB output of the hybrid, and G2−USB
is the power gain between mixer SIS2 and the USB output; P1
and P2 are the powers of SIS1 and SIS2 shot noise at bias of
5 mV; GIF USB is the gain of the USB IF chain after the hybrid;
PN is the noise power generated by the USB IF amplifiers.

Taking K as the ratio of shot noise power between 5 and 8 mV,
similar equations can be written for the bias combinations 5 and

Fig. 8. Block diagram showing IF chain including the IF hybrid, the SIS
mixers, isolators, IF amplifiers, and the connecting cables.

Fig. 9. Top panel shows the ratio of the diagonal and the straight power gains
between the SIS mixers and the IF output versus intermediate frequency: USB—
black line, LSB—gray line. Bottom panel shows the IRR versus the intermediate
frequency for LO frequency of 614 GHz (corresponds to the bottom panel of
Fig. 6). The curves presented on both graphs were obtained for the gold-plated
waveguide block.

8 mV, and 8 and 5 mV,

PUSB 5−8 = (P1G1−USB + KP2G2−USB + PN ) GIF USB ,

PUSB 8−5 = (KP1G1−USB + P2G2−USB + PN ) GIF USB .

By preselecting the SIS junctions with similar IV-curves, we
can make P1 = P2 . Under this condition, the following ratio
can be derived:

G1−USB

G2−USB
=

PUSB 8−5 − PUSB 5−5

PUSB 5−8 − PUSB 5−5

which is the ratio of the power gains of the 90° branch (diagonal)
and the 0° one (straight) for the USB output. Equations for
the LSB IF port are very similar. Both USB and LSB ratios
determined experimentally are presented in the top panel of
Fig. 9.

The curves in Fig. 9 show a much worse performance than
the IF hybrid gain imbalance determined by the manufacturer
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[12] (3 dB instead of 0.3 dB). Here, we have again a periodic
pattern, which is not presented in the measurements made by
the manufacturer for the single IF hybrid, but it can strongly
influence the balance. Notably, by looking on the IRR curves
with high-frequency resolution in IF representation (see bottom
graph in Fig. 9), one can find a similar periodic structure showing
the importance of this issue for the receiver’s performance.

The period of the wave in the balance curve is about 400 MHz
corresponding to an electric distance of 50 cm in SMA cables
with teflon filling. The SIS junctions are connected to the IF
hybrid by 12-cm cables, and the cables of about the same length
are used between the hybrid and the isolators. Therefore, the
periodic pattern could be caused by reflection from the isolators,
hybrid, and SIS mixers interacting through the hybrid. However,
the effect of the estimated IF amplitude imbalance seems to
be exaggerated by the fact that at the used bias points (5 and
8 mV) the output impedances of the SIS devices deviate few
times from their operational design values. In real operation, the
mismatches are likely to be much smaller, giving less reflection
from the SIS junctions and, as result, lower imbalance.

In summary, the presented method can be useful to estimate
the IF chain imbalance and can be used as a tool to compare
different hybrids and different IF chains in operating receivers. It
can be set as a standard “health check” test for any 2SB receiver.

V. CONCLUSION

We have completed a modular 2SB receiver for 600–720 GHz
showing both the IRR and the noise temperature well within
typical specifications for current observatories.

The waveguide losses due to the anomalous skin effect were
found to be an important issue for the receiver performance
at high frequencies. Moreover, it was shown that the IRR is
strongly influenced by reflections in both IF and RF parts of the
mixer. The main imbalance in the RF part is due to reflections
from the SIS mixers and the RF load. Additionally, the RF hybrid
isolation should be minimized. The characterization methods
developed here help to check the actual IF and RF imbalances
for an assembled and operating receiver. The methods can be
applied to any SIS 2SB receiver.
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